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ABSTRACT
STATISTICAL CALIBRATION THEORY
James John McKeon 
Old Dominion University 
Director: Dr. Ram C. Dahiya
A calibration method substitutes for measurements/
/ that are accurate but impractical or costly, a set of 
measurements, Y^, that are less accurate but simpler or 
less costly. There are two general types of calibration 
methods. The classical approach in which once the 
calibration sample is drawn, the estimates of the X values 
for a given unit is found without any consideration of the 
distribution of X values for the other units to be measured 
This corresponds best to the literal meaning of the word 
"calibration". Maximum likelihood estimation is the 
statistical formulation of the classical approach.
The second approach to calibration takes into account 
the distribution of X values for the units to be measured 
and attempts to minimize the mean squared deviations betwee 
the predicted and true X values. This leads to inverse
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regression and Bayesian prediction.
Methods for both classical and inverse calibration are 
given for linear univariate and multivariate, and quadratic 
univariate and multivariate models. Asymptotic means and 
variances of the X estimators are derived. Estimators 
unbiased to o(l/N) are given for X values and important 
parameters. Confidence regions are constructed using the 
unbiased estimator of X.
The results for calibration models are applied to a 
related set of tare weight models to obtain estimators and 
confidence regions for tare weights.
Methods for numerical solution are given for the 
nonlinear estimation equations that occur with quadratic 
models.
Simulation experiments were conducted to check on the 
validity of estimators and confidence regions. Over a wide 
range of X values, the unbiased classical estimators provide 
good estimates of X as measured by unbiasedness, mean square 
error and Pittman closeness. Within two standard deviation 
of the mean of the calibration sample, the inverse estimator 
will generally show a smaller MSE than the unbiased 
classical estimator. Simulations indicate that values of X 
for quadratic models should be confined to within two 
standard deviations of the mean of the calibration sample.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
1.1 The Calibration Problem
The typical calibration situation involves two methods 
for measuring some quantity/ for example, chemical 
concentration. The first method is accurate but may be 
slow, costly or impractical, as when portability is 
required. The second method is quick, inexpensive and easy 
to use but is more subject to error. In order to substitute 
measuremnts, Y^ , by the quick and simple method for the / 
more accurate but impractical or costly measurements, X^, 
it is necessary to find a procedure that will assign, in 
some optimal way, an X value for every observed Y value.
A linear regression approach regards the error in x as 
negligible and regresses y on x,
Yi = b0 + bxi + ei- (1.1)
2with independent errors, e^, distributed as N(0,a ). The
unknown parameters b^ and b are estimated by least squares 
from a calibration sample of joint observations,
^ i /Xi^' of s^ze N- The classical estimator of X based
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on an observation/ Y, is







The inverse model, given by
(1.6 )
predicts X from Y directly, where the estimators of t^ and
There has been much controversy in the literature over 
whether the classical or inverse estimator is better. The 
earliest writer, Eisenhart [1939], states that the only 
correct estimator is the classical because only this 
regression line minimizes the actual errors. Furthermore, 
while the inverse estimator is asymptotically biased, the 
classical estimator is asymptotically unbiased as N -> oo 
and provides a confidence interval for X. Much later, 
Krutchkoff [1967] compares the mean square errors of the 
classical and inverse estimators over a range of X values 
from 0 to 2 standard deviations of the calibration sample
2t minimize the sum of squared deviations, £ h. . For
i
an observation, Y., the inverse estimator isl
XJ = x + t(Y - y), (1.7)
with
(1.8 )
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and finds that the inverse method gives uniformly smaller
MSE. Berkson [1969] points out that the inverse method
gives inconsistent estimators of the regression parameters.
Williams [1969] proves that the classical estimator has
infinite variance and there exists no unbiased estimator
with finite variance. For this reason he does not regard
mean square error as a suitable criterion for comparison.
Halparin [1970] suggests using Pittman's "closeness" in
comparing the two estimators and proposes a modified inverse
estimator which is consistent. Martinelle [1979] derives an
expression for the ratio of the mean square error for the
classical and inverse estimators and solves for the equality
2 2point as function of x, N and a /b . His theoretical 
results agree with Krutchkoff's simulations. Shukla [1972] 
obtains the mean and variance to 0(1/N) for the classical 
and inverse estimators. Naszodi [1978] proposes a modified 
classical estimator which is unbiased to 0(1/N). Using 
integrated mean square error as an optimizing criterion for 
the inverse estimation problem, G. H. Brown [1979] 
demonstrates which method is to be preferred under various 
limiting conditions on the parameters.
From a Bayesian approach the inverse regression model 
is discussed by Hoadley [1970], Aitchison and Dunsmore 
[1975], Williford, Carter and Field [1979] and P. J. Brown 
[1982].
Multivariate calibration has been considered briefly by 
Williams [1959] and G. H. Brown [1979], and more extensively
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by P. J. Brown [1982].
Nonlinear univariate calibration models are discussed 
by Draper and Smith [1966], Schwartz [1977] and in the 
multivariate case by P. J. Brown [1982],
1.2 Calibration and Sorting
In the controversy over whether the classical or 
inverse method is better, one source of confusion may be 
that the following two different objectives are not clearly 
distinguished:
i) The first objective is to assign numbers to the 
scale of the instrument to achieve the most accurate 
measurement for each unit. The corresponding statistical 
procedure is the MLE of X for a given observation Y. When 
measuring a given unit, there is no consideration of other 
units or the distribution of the measured property over all 
units. A meter stick should give the same value for a 
person's height whether in a group of tall people or a group 
of short people. It does not matter whether the x values 
are controlled or random, or whether the x and y values are 
jointly bivariate normal, since each measurement is 
conditional on the given x value. This type of measurement 
corresponds best to the usual meaning of the term 
"calibration".
ii) To assign or predict x values in a way that 
minimizes the mean squared deviation (MSD) from the true 
value averaged over the population of x values. This is a
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macro strategy whose unit is really the population or group 
of objects measured and not the distinct x valued units.
The minimum MSD is acheived by a deliberate biasing of the x 
estimators toward the center of the population. This type 
of procedure could be called "sorting" since it is 
appropriate for industrial sorting or grading of bulk 
material.
By taking the approach of G. H. Brown [1979], the two
methods can be regarded as the end points of a continuous
set of procedures. This is accomplished by finding the 
inverse predictor that minimizes the MSD over a weighting 
distribution which is a real or hypothetical distribution of 
x values. An example is the distribution of future 
observations (DFO), which is not necessarily the same as the 
distribution of the calibration sample.
Assume that the x and y values have been centered by 
subtracting the means of the calibration sample. Then for a 
given x value,
y = bx + e,
E(y) = bx and E(y2) = b2x^ + 0 .̂
Averaging over the distribution of x values,
E(y) = m = bm and y x
E[(y2 - my )] = b2w + a2, (1.9)
where w is the variance of the weighting distribution of x 
values. The inverse prediction equation becomes
x. = m + t(y.-m ) + h.. (1.10)l x J l y l
The value of t that minimizes the MSD over the distribution
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of x values is the inverse regression coefficient/ 
t = cov(x/y )/var(y)
= bw/(b^w +
= [b(l + g/w)]-1, (1.11)
with g = cr̂ /b̂ .
2The parameters b and o can be estimated from the 
calibration sample using the classical regression model.
If the observations are standardized so that the 
variance of the calibration sample is one/ then putting w 
equal to one gives the usual inverse estimator as used by 
Krutchkoff.
Instead of weighting the squared deviations according
to the distribution of the calibration sample or the DFO/ it
is more consistent with the idea of a measuring instrument
to weight the deviations equally over the entire range of
the instrument. For a uniform disribution from - R to R/
2the variance is R /3. Then/ for this particular weighting
9function/ the MSD is minimized by w = R“/3.
As R -> oo, t -> 1/b and the classical calibration 
solution is obtained. More generally/ the classical 
solution is obtained as a limit as w -> oo.
1.3 Generalized Models
Both the classical and inverse models can be 
generalized to a vector response/ a multiple predictor 
set/ x, and a set of auxilliary variables or covariates; 
z. The classical model becomes
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y. = B„z. + Bx. + e., i = 1 to N,n  O — i — l — i
with the independent and E(e^) = 0, cov(e^) = 2.
The generalized inverse model is
(1 .12)
x . —l (1.13)
There is usually at least one auxilliary variable, the 
indicator variable corresponding to the general mean. The 
auxilliary variables will be covaried out of the joint sum 
of products matrix of x and ^ and effectively removed from 
further consideration.
The covariance matrix of ^ over the weighting 
distribution or DFO is
(1/m)Z + BWB1 BW
WB' W
The matrices B and Z can be estimated from the calibration 
sample where the covariance matrix of ^ is
When the x and ^ vectors are centered for the calibration 
sample making x = ^ = 0, the estimates of the parameter 
matrices, B and Z, are















S = Vx .x . ’, x L.— l— i1




d = N - dim(ẑ ) - dim(jc) 
is the number of degrees of freedom for the estimation of 
the error covariance matrix/ £.
When N -> oo/ all parameters in the regression model 
become fixed and only ^ remains a random variable. The 
distribution of jc under this condition is called the 
limiting distribution. For all models considered, the mean 
and variance of the limiting distribution are easy to find. 
For finite N, the expected value and variance of 5c up to 
terms of 0(1/N) is called the mean and variance of the 
asymptotic distribution, or simply, the asymptotic 
distribution. Most of the effort goes into finding the 
asymptotic distributions.
The following table lists the models considered in 
Chapters 2 through 5.
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Table 1. Model types
A. Linear models
LI: y, x
L2: jc; dim(^) = dim(x)
L3: y, jc; dim(y) > dim(jO
L4: Y, X; matrices with dim(Y) = dim(X)
B. Nonlinear models
2Nl: y, q(x); q(x) = bQ + bx + ax
N2: q(x) : dim(y) = dim()0
N3: q( x.) ; dim(^) > dim(x)
C. Tare weight models
T1: 2i + dim(^) = dim(x)
T2: y_, x + Jt; dim(_y) > dim(j()
T3: y , £(:; + J:) ; dim(y) = dim(jc)
T4: q(:c + J:) ; dim(^) > dim(jc)




2.1 Classical model, Ll:(y,x)
Centering x and y with respect to the means of the
calibration sample, the regression model becomes
y^ = bx^ + e^, i=l to N. (2.1)
The errors are independent with e^ distributed as 
2N(0,CJ ). Given the mean Y of m observations for a fixed 
value X, the classical estimator of X is
X = Y/b. (2.2)
The asymptotic mean and variance of X can be found by 
noting that it is a function of two independently 
distributed random variables, Y, with 
E(Y) = bX,
var(Y) = cr^(l/m + 1/N), (2.3)
and b, whose mean and variance can be found by expanding
A ^
1/b in a Taylor series around the point b = b,
1/b = 1/b - (l/b2)d + (l/b3)d2 + ... (2.4)
2where d = b - b is distributed as N(0,cr /s ). On
3taking the expectation, terms in d and d vanish and terms
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4 ?in d are of 0(1/N ), giving, to 0(1/N),
E(1/b) = 1/b + a2/(b3sx),
var(1/b) = a2/(b4sx). (2.5)
The following theorem on the variance of a product is 
needed.
THEOREM 1. If u and Y are independent random variables, 
then
var(uY) = [E(u)]2var(Y) + (E(Y )]2var(u)
+ var(u)var(Y).
2 2Letting g = o /b and applying Theorem 1 with u = 1/b, 
we get,
E(X) = (1 + g/sx)x,
var(x) = g[l/m + 1/N + X2/s + 3g/(ms )]. (2.6;X X
2.2 Inverse model
To simplify matters it is assumed that the mean of the 
weighting distribution is the same as the mean of x in the 
calibration sample. The inverse estimator of X is then
X = tY.
The estimator for t given by
the calibration sample where
observation Y is the mean of 
2a /m and the estimator for t 
the DFO is
t = bw/(a2/m + b3w)
(2.7)
(1.11) minimizes the MSD over 
var(y|x) = cr2 . if the 
m observations, var(Y|X) = 
which minimizes the MSD over
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= [b(l + g^/m)]-1, (2.8)
with g^ = cr^/b2.
Neglecting to allow for the reduced variance of an averaged 
Y is the source of one type of inconsistency in the inverse 
model (cf. Krutchkoff [1967] and Shukla [1972]). Halperin 
[1970] reached a similar conclusion using a Bayesian 
argument.
Proceeding to find the moments of t, from which the
2moments of will follow/ let h = cr /(mw) and u = h + 
b2, then
t = b/u.
Expanding t in a Taylor series about the point b = b/
t = t + (1/u - 2t2)d - (t/u)f + t(4t2 - 3/u)d2
+ (t/u2)f2 - [(1 - 4tb)/u2]df + ...,
with d = b - b and f = h - h. On taking the expectation,
~ 2and assuming that cr is approximately normal, terms in
4 4odd moments of d or f will vanish. Terms in d , f and 
d2f2 are 0(1/N2), giving to 0(1/N),
E(t) = t + (t/u)(4t2u - 3)a2/sx 
+ [2t/(Nu2)][cr2/(mw)]2, 
var(t) = [(1 - 2t2u)/(u2)]c2/sx
+ [(2t2)/(Nu2)][cr2/(mw)]2. (2.9)
Using Theorem 1,
E(X ) = E(t)bX,
var(Xj) = t2cr2(l/m + 1/N)
+ 2t (cr2/m) [E( t) - t]
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+ [a2/m + b^x^]var(t). (2.10)
The moments of the classical estimator can be obtained 
as limits. Letting w -> oo/ 
t -> 1/b, u -> b2,
E(t) -> 1/b + (l/b3)a2/sx,
var(t) -> (l/b4)a2/sx.
2When we put w = sx , the moments of given by 
(2.10) do not agree to 0(1/N) with the moments of 
obtained by Shukla [1972]. Shukla's derivation cannot be 
checked because details of the derivation are not given. In 
addition to obtaining the classical moments as a limit as w 
-> oo, a further check on the correctness of (2.10) is to 
take w = s /m, making X equal to the NaszodiX X
/s
estimator, Xu, discussed in the next section. Retaining 
terms up to 0(1/N) gives the mean and variance of Xu in 
agreement with equations (2.19) of the next section.
Instead of expanding in a Taylor series the results of 
this section could have been obtained by a finite delta 
method. For example, if b = b + d, then using the 
reciprocal expansion and retaining terms up to the 
quadratic,
1/b = b-1(l + d/b)-1
= b-1[l - (d/b) + (d/b)2 - ...].
Multivariate problems are more easily handled by this 
technique.
The classical estimator is optimum for a distribution 
conditional on X while the inverse estimator is optimum over
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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the distribution of x values. We propose the following
ratio estimator which has properties of each. Writing the
inverse model with constant term omitted/
xi = tRyi + hi. (2.11)
If the MSD is minimized over a weighting distribution with




= [b(w+X2)3/L b2(w+X2) + a 2/m] (2.12)
= (1/b)[1 + g ^ / (m(w+X2))]-1 (2.13)
A A
and X = t Y R
= (Y/b)[l + g^/(m(w+X2))]-1 / (2.14)
A A « A
with g^ = a /b.
The solution requires iteration starting with X = 0 or X = 
Xj. When X is near zero, the ratio estimator is similar 
to the inverse estimator, and when X is large, it is similar 
to the classical estimator but has finite variance. The 
asymptotic bias is always less than the bias of the inverse 
estimator reaching a maximum at X = (w + g/m)/2, which will 
usually be a little less than one standard deviation.
2.3 Unbiased Estimator for X up to 0(1/N)
The expected value of the classical estimator up to 
0(1/N) is, from (2.5),
E(X) = E(Y/b) = E(1/b)E(Y )
= (1/b)[1 + G2/(b2sx)]bX.
The bias of this estimator is due to the bias of 1/b as an
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estimator of 1/b.
In searching for an unbiased estimator of 1/b, E(l/b) 
in (2.5) can be replaced by 1/b and the resulting cubic 
equation,
1/b = (l/b)[(l + a2/(b2sx )], (2.15)
solved for 1/b. This estimator, though relatively,
2 ~2unbiased, has infinite variance. Replacing b by b on 
the right side of (2.15) yields the linear equation,
1/b = (1/b)[1 + a2/(b2sx)], (2.16)
with solution,
(l/b)u = (l/b)[l + a2/(b2sx)]_1, (2.17)
where (l/b)u denotes the unbiased estimator of 1/b.
Using this linear estimator for 1/b gives the Naszodi [1978] 
estimator for X,
Xu = (Y/b)[1 + a2/(b2sx)]-1. (2.18)
The estimator, Xu: 1) is unbiased to 0(1/N), 2) has
finite variance, 3) belongs to the class of inverse 
estimators with w = sx/m, 4) is symmetric about the 
origin, and 5) is consistent, i.e., as N -> oo and m -> oo, X 
-> X. For small N there is often some downward bias but 
this tends to reduce the mean squared error.
The expected value and variance of Xu can be found 
in two ways. Either by evaluating the moments of the
inverse estimator with w = s /m and neglecting terms of
2 -1 O (1/N ), or simply noting that since [1 + g/sxl
differs from one by a term of 0(1/N) and the variance of g
— 1is of 0(1/N), Ll + g/Sx] may be treated as a
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
constant. Using the reciprocal expansion 
[l + g/sx]-1 = 1 - g/sx + 0(1/N2)» 
the asymptotic moments of are 
E(Xu) = X,
var(x ) = gLl/m + 1/N + g/(ms ) + X2/s ]. (2.IS)U X X
2 22.4 Small Sample Estimator for g = c /b
The statistic*
" 2  .72  g 2 = a / b  ,
has infinite variance and is a biased estimator of g. The
“2 " 2expected value of a /b can be obtained from the
variance of X in (2.6) with X = 0 and 1/m + 1/N = 1/
E(cr2/ b 2 ) = g[l + 3g/sxJ. (2.20)
~ 2This bias is due to the bias of 1/b as an estimator of 
1/b2. Letting
(l/b)u = (1/b)Ll + a2/b2]-1, 
the small sample estimator of g is
g = a2[(l/b)u]2. (2.21)
To terms of 0(1/N)/
A
E(g) = g[l + g/s^].
This apparent upward bias tends to cancel some of the
downward bias in (1/b)^. Although the variance of 
"2 "2d /b , is infinite, g has finite variance.
2.5 Confidence Intervals for X
All confidence intervals are based on the classical 
estimator or its unbiased modification. Two methods are
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considered: 1) based on the asymptotic distribution of
A A
X , and 2) based on the exact distribution of e. = i - u 0
bX [Draper and Smith/ 1966; P. J. Brown, 1982],
A
The asymptotic variance of ,
var(X ) = g[l/m + 1/N + g/(ms ) + X2/s ],
U a X A 2
is a function of X itself. To estimate var(Xu), X is
~ 2replaced by its unbiased estimator, Xu - var(Xu),
restricted to non-negative values, and g is replaced by its
small sample estimator. An a-level confidence interval for
X with d degrees of freedom for error is defined by
U „  - X)2 < varUu)t2d>a, (2.22)
where t^ is the l-a/2 percentage point of Student's
distribution with d degrees of freedom.
The "exact" method derives from the distribution of
e = Y - bX. Since b is N(b,/s ) and Y is N(bX,(l/m +U X
2 "1/N)a ), independent of b, we have
E(eQ) = 0 and
var(ep) = a2[l/m + 1/N + X^/s^]. (2.23)
Then
(Y - bX)2/a2 = [1/m + 1/N + X2/ s i t 2x a / u,
defines a quadratic equation which can be solved for X_ 
and X+ , the lower and upper limits of the confidence 
interval. Although this method is based on an exact 
distribution, it has some drawbacks. The solution to the 
quadratic equation may be imaginary or impossible, as when 
X and X+ are both on the same side of X. The 
confidence interval may have infinite width. Also, the
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random variable, e^, is not a sufficient statistic for X. 
This can be shown by finding the variable orthogonal to 
e^. Letting h = Y + cb, the condition, cov(e^,h) = 0 
gives
For the probability density conditional on X we can write 
f(Y ,b|X) = g(e0,h|X)
a
= g1(eQ |X)g2(h|X).
The condition for the sufficiency of e^ for estimating X 
is that g0(h|X) is not a function of X [Kendall and 
Stuart, 1961]. In light of (2.24), this condition is not 
met and therefore e^ is not sufficient for X. The 
classical estimator , Y/b, is the MLE and is apparently 
sufficient for X.
2.6 Asymptotic as a Correction to the "Exact"
The relation betwen the exact and asymptotic methods 
can be clarified by deriving the asymptotic moments of X as 
a correction to the exact method. Since e^ = Y - bX, 
the estimation equation,
h = Y - (1/m + 1/N)sx/X. (2.24)
X = Y/b,
can be written in the form,
X = X + eQ/b. (2.25)
Then
E(X) = X + E(eQ/b), and 
var(X) = E[(eQ/b)2] - E2(eQ/b). (2.26)
Letting d = b - b and using the expansion for 1/b,
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eQ/b = eQ[l - d/b + (d/b)2 + --).
A A
The random variables, e^ and b, are correlated and
E(eQd) = cov(eQ ,b) = - X var(b).
The bias of X up to 0(1/N) is
E(eQ/b) = - cov(eQ,b )/b2 = Xg/sx. (2.27)
It follows that
E(X) = (1 + g/sx)X. (2.28)
Since e and d are jointly normal,
E(eQ2d2) = E(eQ2)E(d2)
+ 2cov2(eQ ,d).
2The last term is of 0(1/N ) and can be dropped. Up to 
quadratic terms in d/b,
(eQ/b)2 = (eQ/b)2[l + 3(d/b)2 + ...], 
and since E2(e^/b) is 0(1/N2),
var(X) = E[(eQ/b)2] - E2(eQ/b)
= var(eQ)/b2 + 3g2/(msx) + 0(1/N2), (2.29)
which agrees with previous results stated in equations
(2.6) .
If in the expression e^/b, the denominator is fixed
A A
at b = b, the moments of X under this condition will give 
the same confidence interval for X as the exact method. In 
this sense the exact method is an approximation to the 
asymptotic method based on a sufficient statistic.
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2.7 Simulations for the Linear Univariate Model
For the simulations that follow,the X values in the
calibration sample are assumed to be distributed with mean
zero and variance one, thus fixing the sum of products, s
= N. The regression coefficient b and the error variance 
2a are both fixed at a value of 1 for all simulations.
Three parameters, m, N and X are varied. The parameter
m which indicates the number of observations averaged to
give the Y observation is either 1 or 5. The size of the
calibration sample, N, takes on values 20 and 40. The X
values are estimated for X = 0, 1, 2, 4 and 10.
For a given value of N, we do not actually draw a
"2calibration sample of size N and compute b and o .
A 2 Since b is distributed as N(b,o /s^) = N(l,l/N), it is
only necessary to generate a single random unit normal
1/2deviate, z. Then b = 1 + z/N ' . Similarly, the
2observation Y is distributed as N(bX,a /m) and there we
1/2have Y = X + z^/m ' , where z^ is a random normal
" 2deviate. The sample error variance, a , is generated as
a random Chi-square variate with N-l degrees of freedom.
~ 2For each replication a new value of b, o' and Y are 
generated. In practice, a single value of b and cr̂  
would be used with several observed Y's to estimate the 
corresponding X values. This would induce some correlation 
into the estimates of X at different levels. Otherwise, 
results would be unchanged.
For each value of m, N and X, 500 replications were run
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and the results appear in Tables 2 to 21.
2Simulations have also been run for a = .1 but are
not included here. Other than an overall reduction in bias
and a shift of estimators toward their parameter values, no
important changes are observed for this case.
Due to space limitations, some labels used in the
tables differ from the notation used in the text. The
following list gives the labels used in tables for the
univariate models.
SDE = standard deviation of error
REP = number of replications 
~ 2VE = a t the sample variance of error
a
XC = X or X , the classical estimatorq
XU = X or X , the unbiased estimator u qu
XR = XR, the ratio estimator
XI = X , the inverse estimator
XB = Y/b (parametric value of b)
VI = unreduced estimate of var(X )u
VX = V , estimator of var(X ) x u
OVX = observed variance of Xu
PVX = derived asymptotic variance of Xu using 
parameter values 
PT OUT = proportion of times X lies outside 
the confidence interval 
k = a/b, coefficient of the quadratic term 
VF = estimator of var(Xu) including the f factor
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We turn now to consideration of the estimators of X.
The Pittman closeness criterion is probably the best overall 
measure of the performance of an estimator. The closeness 
of an estimator U^ compared with an alternative estimator 
/ is the proportion of times U^ is farther from the 
parameter value than U^. By this measure, except for the 
region around X = 0, the unbiased Naszodi estimator, XU, is 
generally the best estimator for X. If only the MSE is 
considered , the ratio estimator, XR, may have a small 
advantage over XU because of its similarity to XI around the 
zero point. XR is almost certainly a better estimator than 
XU if MSD is used as a criterion for comparison. The 
inverse estimator, XI, has small MSE within one or two 
standard deviations of the zero point, but for large X with 
m = 1, the MSE and bias are greater than for any other 
estimator. Increasing m to 5 moves XI in the direction of 
XU, becoming equal to XU when m = N. When m = 5, the 
performance of XI is greatly improved to the extent that the 
MSE for XI becomes less than the MSE for XU at all X values.
The effectiveness of the unbiased estimator (1/b) u
can be evaluated by comparing the bias of XU =(l/b)uY with 
that of XB = y/b, the estimator which uses the parametric 
value b. The tables show that (l/b)u has very little 
bias.
The upward bias of gl = a^/b^ and the improved
estimate given by the small sample estimator, g =
“2 2a (1/b) , is apparent in all the tables, especially for
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N = 2 0 .
Considering the estimators of varfX^), the use of
2the unbiased estimator for X in VX produces small but 
consistent improvement in the estimate of varfX^). VX 
compared to VI is usually closer to both the observed 
variance and the derived parametric value. The agreement 
between the observed variance and the derived parametric 
value is good.
In examining the confidence intervals for X based on 
XU, a tendency for the proportion out to increase with X can 
be noticed. These discrepancies exceed the standard error 
(.013) of the PT out for a (1-alpha) percent confidence 
interval with alpha = .1 and 500 replications. The PT out 
is closer to .1 when N is increased to 40.
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TABLE 2
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g0.00 0.00 1.00
VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi0.00 1.01 1.02 0.00 0.01 1.23
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X 
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00
1.25 0.55 0.27 1.07 1.08
3.47 1.01 0.00 2.39 3.13





CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
-1.78 1.80 3.58 0.09
TABLE 3
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g1.00 1.00 1.00
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi0.96 0.98 0.98 1.03 0.97 1.25
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.03 -0.28 -0.51 -0.03 -0.04
1.43 0.88 0.55 1.21 1.09
2.32 1.81 1.97 1.90 2.00





CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 4
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP




Y b VE XC XU gi g2.02 1.00 0.99 2.16 2.02 1.20 l
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.16 -0.29 -0.99 0.02 0.02
2.04 1.69 1.30 1.53 1.15




CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT




Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E (Y ) g
4.00 4.00 1.00
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gl
3.94 0.99 1.03 4.23 3.94 1.28
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.23 -0.14 -2.05 -0.06 -0.06
2.65 2.34 4.59 1.79 1.01
1.68 2.25 3.49 1.42 1.16
91.06







CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
1.57 6.31 4.74 0.10
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TABLE 6



















Y b VE XC XU gl
9.97 1.00 0.99 10.53 9.87 1.19
g1.01







XR XI XU XB
0.42 -5.00 -0.13 -0.03
8.83 25.97 5.82 1.09
1.80 3.78 1.91 0.69



















m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g0.00 0.00 1.00
VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi g
0.00 0.99 0.98 0.00 0.00 1.22 l
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X 
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.33 0.24 0. 20 0.28 0.27
3.53 1.20 0.13 2.45 2.70







CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
-0.87 0.88 1.75 0.08
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TABLE 8
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP




Y b VE XC XU gi0.99 1.00 1.02 1.05 0.98 1.26
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.05 -0.05 -0.17 -0.02 -0.01
0.40 0.34 0.22 0.30 0.25
2.00 2.18 2.23 1.89 1.69





CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
0.02 1.93 1.91 0.08
TABLE 9
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g2.00 2.00 1.00
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi
2.02 1.00 1.00 2.15 2.01 1.21
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF1 X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.15 0.06 -0.29 0.01 0.02
0.63 0.59 0.34 0.46 0.25
2.05 2.41 2.46 1.72 1.36





CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 10
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g4.00 4.00 1.00
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi
4.01 1.01 1.03 4.22 3.95 1.20
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.22 0.17 -0.64 -0.05 0.01
1.60 1.56 0.85 1.01 0.23




CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
2.20 5.70 3.50 0.13
TABLE 11
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP




Y b VE XC XU gi10.00 1.01 1.00 10.47 9.83 1.17
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.47 0.45 -1.60 -0.17 0.00
8.03 7.99 4.74 5.20 0.27
2.07 2.11 3.03 2.25 0.54
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX OVX
6.38 5.93 5. 17
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 12
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP




Y b VE XC XU gi
0.06 0.99 0.98 0.07 0.07 1.09
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.07 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.06
1.02 0.45 0.24 0.96 0.92




CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
-1.66 1.80 3.46 0.08
TABLE 13
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E (Y ) g
1.00 1.00 1.00
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi1.04 0.98 1.00 1.10 1.06 1.14
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI xu XB
0.10 -0.25 -0.48 0.06 0.04
1.09 0.76 0.47 1.01 0.93




CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 14
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E( Y) g2.00 2.00 1.00
AVG. VALUES „
Y b VE XC XU gi2.03 0.99 1.02 2.11 2.04 1.13
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.11 -0.34 -1.00 0.04 0.03
1.28 1.32 1.25 1.17 1.00
1.77 2.02 2.94 1.71 1.55





CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
0.21 3.88 3.66 0.08
TABLE 15
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha
1.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10
X E(Y) g4.00 4.00 1.00
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU
4.03 1.00 0.99 4.15 4.03
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.15 -0.14 -1.98 0.03 0.03
1.94 2.02 4.21 1.69 1.03









CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 16
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP




Y b VE XC XU gl
9.97 0.99 1.00 10.31 10.03 1.09
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X 
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.31 0.20 -4.99 0.03 -0.03
3.75 3.67 25.51 3.20 1.05




CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
6.85 13.20 6.35 0.10
TABLE 17
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g0.00 0.00 1.00
VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi
0.01 1.00 1.02 0.01 0.01 1.10
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X 
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.01 0 = 01 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.28 0.21 0.18 0.26 0.25




CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 18
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP




Y b VE XC XU gi g
1.02 0.99 1.02 1.06 1.03 1.12 1.05
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.06 -0.04 -0.14 0.03 0.02
0.27 0.24 0.18 0.25 0.22




CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT




Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g2.00 2.00 1.00
VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi g
1.99 1.01 1.00 2.02 1.97 1.06 1






























CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
1.02 2.91 1.89 0.12
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TABLE 20
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP




Y b VE XC XU gi
4.00 1.00 1.00 4.13 4.02 1.10
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XR XI XU XB
0.13 0.08 -0.63 0.02 0.00
0.89 0.87 0.76 0.75 0.25
1.96 2.03 2.85 2.06 1.10
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX OVX
0.73 0.70 0 .75
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
2.67 5.36 2.69 0.11
TABLE 21
Simulations: Linear Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP




Y b VE XC XU gi
10.03 1.01 1.00 10.17 9.90 1.06







XR XI XU XB
0.15 -1.63 -0.10 0.03
2.87 3.62 2.40 0.22
2.08 3.12 2.10 0.63





CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT













3.1 Classical Multivariate Model, L2:(^,jc)
The univariate linear model has been generalized to the 
multivariate case by P. J. Brown [1982]. He gives the 
classical estimator for X when dim(y) >_ dim(jc) and 
obtains a confidence ellipsoid based on the exact method. 
From a Bayesian approach, an inverse model is derived and 
results compared with the classical method.
In this chapter we derive the asymptotic expectation 
and covariance matrix of the classical and inverse 
multivariate estimators of X. Furthermore, unbiased 
estimators are obtained for X and other important 
parameters.
If y_ is the n-component response vector, B is an n x n
matrix and jc is an n-component vector of fixed values, then
after centering x and jy, the regression of ^ on x is
Zi = + e it (3.1)
where is N((J,£) and the error vectors are 
independent. The least square estimators of the parameter
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z = r (3.5)
Most derivations for multivariate models require 
finding the expected values of products of random matrices. 
The necessary results are stated in the following theorems 
[Anderson, 1958].
THEOREM 2. If B = B + D, where D is a random matrix of 
deviations of regression coefficients from their expected 
value, and C is a constant matrix, then
THEOREM 3. If E = E + F, where F is a matrix of deviations 
of a Wishart matrix from its expected value, and C is a 
constant matrix, then
E[FCF] = [(trC£)£ + £C'£]/N.







E C ' S  ~ 1 , x
S ~1C'£. x
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fixed X/ the classical .estimate for X is
X = B-1Y. (3.6)
The first step in finding the expectation and variance
of X is to find E(B ). Let B be expressed in terms
of deviations/ D, from its expected value. Then 
B = B + D = B ( I +  B_1D), 
and up to quadratic terms in D/
B-1 = B-1 - B-1DB-1 + B-1DB-1DB_1.
Since E(D) = 0/
E(B-1) = B-1 + B-1E(DB-1D)B-1, 
and from Theorem 3,
E(B-1) = (I + GSx_1)B-1, (3.7)
with
G = B-1ZB'_:L.
t hLet i^ be a vector with a one in the k element 
and zero otherwise. Then the k*"*1 row of B~^ is
V  - U ' ' * ' 1
= r. ' - r 'DB 1 + r. 'DB_1DB 1.—k —k —k
The mean vector and covariance matrix of the r, vector—k
are
and
E( r ' ) = r. + r, IB1 -1S -1B_1 —k —k —k x
c°v(£k ,£j) = (rk '£rj)(BSXB')-1. (3.8)
Theorem 1 of Chapter 2 on the mean and variance of the 
product of independent random variables generalizes to the 
following theorem.
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THEOREM 4. If u, , u. and Y are random vectors with
— K  — 3 —
Y independent of u, and u ., then —  — K  — 3
cov(u 'Y,u.'Y) = E(u, )'V E(u.) jc — — 3 — — y — 3
+ E(Y)'V E(Y) + trV V .— u — u y
Applying this theorem, the expectation and covariance 
matrix of X are
E(X) = (I + GSx-1)X,
V = G[1/m + 1/N + (trGS -1)/m + X' S -1XX X X
+ (2/m)Sx-1G]. (3.9 ;
3-2 Inverse Multivariate Model
Starting from the inverse model
x. = Ty, + h. (3.10)
1 N
and minimizing tr £ with respect to T, yields
i
the inverse estimator,
X = TY, (3.11)
with
T = S S xy y
= WB'L(l/m)S + BWB']-1. (3.12)
Without loss of generality, the x vector may be transformed 
to have covariance matrix W = wl, where w is a scalar 
quantity. To find E(T), let
H = E/(mw) and U = (H + BB1)
then
T = B'(H + BB')-1 = B'U-1. (3.13)
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Let B = B + D and U = U + F, with D and F being 
matrices of deviations from expected values. Applying the 
finite delta method,
H + BB' = U[I + U-1(C + DD')], (3.14)
wi th
C = F + BD' + DB'.
Then
(H + BB')-1 = U-1 - U_1(C + DD')U-1
+ U_1(C + DD')U_1(C + DD')U_1 + ...
The expected values of products of three or more deviation 
matrices is of order less than 1/N, so that terms above the 
quadratic can be omitted giving
T = T - T(C + DD1)U_ 1 + TCU-1CU-1 
+ D1U—1 - D'U-1CU-1,
and
E(T) = T - TE(DD') + TE(CU“1C)U_1
- E[D'U“1(BD' + DB')]U-1, (3.15)
with
E(CU-1C) = E(FU_1F) + BE(D'U_1BD')
+ E(DB'U"1D)B' + BE(D'U"1D)B'
+ E(DB'U-1BD')
+ BE( D ' U’"“D ) B '+E( DB ' U_1BD ' ).
The expected value of T can now be. found using Theorems 2
and 3. Letting G = EU-'*',
E(T) = T + T[((trG)I + GE)/(m2w2N)
- (trS -1)G x
+ BS _1TG + B(trG)S -1T x x
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+ (trTBS _^)G + £T'S ""̂ T] x x J
- S _1TG - (trG)S -1T. (3.16)
X  X
The classical values can be obtained as the limiting 
case. As w -> oo ,
T -> B-1, G -> £B'-1B— 1 and 
E(T) -> B_1 + GSx-1B-1 = E(B-1).
A A
Now to find cov(t, /t.)/ let— k — j
lintk = [ - tk’F - _tk ' BD'
- tk 'DB' + ikD]U_1
1. L A
be the linear part of the k row of T. Then
A A A
U cov(t_k ,t_j) u = U E (1 i njt k 1 i n^ . ' ) U
= ECFt^F)
= - E[DB't ( - t-'BD' - t.'DB'k —g — 3
+ ij'D)]
- BE[D't. ( - t.'BD1 - t.'DB'-k -3 -3
+ ij'D*)]
+ E[Di ( - t . 'BD' - t .'DB'-k -3 -3
+ ij'D')].
Applying Theorems 2 and 3,
U covU^tj) U = [(t^Ht^Z
+ ZjLjt* 1 H]/(m2w2N)
+ (t 'Mt.)Z + Zt .t 'M —K. — 3 — 3— A
- (t'£j)Z
+ - i k ' “ jM - a j tk 'i
■ ij'Skz "
+ (Sx-1)jkE ' (3.17)
with M = BS -1B' and q, = B(S -1). .
X *“".K X  K
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Now, E(X^) and c o v ( ^ ) can be found
using Theorem 4 with u . = t ..
~3 ~3
3.3 Unbiased Estimators for X, X'X and G
The expected value of the classical estimator can be 
used to derive an estimator unbiased to 0(1/N). For the 
classical estimator, _X, to 0(1/N),
E ( X ) = (I + GSx_:L)X.
Following the same reasoning used in the univariate case, 
the unbiased estimator of X is
~ ~ _ I ~ — 1 — "I ^ — 1X = (I + B iZ.B 'S ) B Y, (3.18)—u x —
with expectation and covariance matrix
E(*u> = 2S'
V(x ) = G[ 1 /in + 1/N (1/m) (trGSx-1)
+ X'S _1x], (3.19)— x —
From the fact that
E( XX' ) = XX' + V ,    qu
it follows that an unbiased estimator of X'X is
(X'X) = X'X - trV . (3.20)— — u — — qu
The unbiased estimator of B  ̂ is 
( B~1) u = [B( I + B-1EB“1'Sx_1)]_:L 
and the univariate small sample estimator of g generalizes 
to
G = (B_1)u Z(B_1)u ' • (3.21)
3.4 Confidence Regions for X
i) Using the asymptotic moments of Xu and replacing
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X'X in the covariance matrix by its unbiased estimator/
X'X - trVxu' a l“a percent confidence region for X 
is defined by
(X - X)’V -1(X - X) < T2 , . (3.22)— — xu — — — d,a
The estimate Xy is asummed to be approximately
multivariate normal and V is assumed to be distributedxu
approximately as a Wishart matrix divided by its degrees of
freedom, d. The quantity on the right side of (3.22) is the
2(1-a) percentage point of Hotelling's T with d degrees of 
freedom.
ii) In the exact method, the vector, ^  = Y -
BX, has a multivariate normal distribution with
= jD and covariance matrix,
Vg = (1/m + 1/N) + E(DXX'D')
= [1/m + 1/N + X'Sx-1X]i:. (3.23)
with V distributed as a Wishart matrix divided by its e
degrees of freedom, d. The inequality 
£0'E 1e0 1 [1/m + 1/N
+ X'S -1X]T2 , (3.24)— x — d , a
determines a (1-a) percent confidence region for X.
P. J. Brown [1982] has given conditions for the existence of 
a valid confidence region of this type.
3.5 Simultaneous Confidence Intervals for X
Once a confidence elipsoid is defined by either the 
asymptotic or exact methods, simultaneous confidence 
intervals for the components of X can be constructed using
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the method of Scheffe1 [1959]. Letting R = V if
Pr[(X - X)R(X - X) 1 Ta23 = 1-0# (3.25)
then for the events
we have
Pr[E1,E2 t • • • t E ] > 1-a. n —
When the marginal distributions of the components of
A
X are known from the asymptotic distribution/ simultaneous 
confidence intervals which are usually shorter than the 
Scheffe' intervals/ can be constructed using the Bonferroni 
inequality,
distribution,
Pr[E. or E. or ... or E ] < a1 2  n —
=> Pr[E., E_,..., E ] > 1-a.1 2  n —
3.6 Multivariate Linear Model, L3, with dim(^) > dim(jc)
In this case, the matrix B is not of full rank and the 
classical estimator cannot be obtained by inversion of B. 
The maximum likelihood estimator of X found by minimizing
n
Pr[En or E_ or ... or E ] < Y  Pr(E.), 1 2  n — ‘j- l
for any set of events, (E^, i = 1 to n). Taking
(3.26)
where is the l-a/(2n) percentage point of Student's
(Y - BX)'Z 1(Y - BX)
is
X = (B'£~1B)-1B'Z-1Y (3.27)
B Y.
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The matrix,
B~ = (B'Z-1B)-1B'Z-1, (3.28)
is a generalized inverse of B since it has the property 
BB-B = B.
The moments of X will be slightly altered by the
reduced rank of B. The fluctuation in B- due to £ tends
to cancel itself, and when n = n , it does cancelx y
exactly. The moments of X will be obtained as a
correction to the moments of under the assumption
that £ is fixed in B .
From the two equations,
Y = BX + eQ, and Y = BX,
it follows that
X = X + B_e0 (3.29)
and
E(X) = X + E(BeQ ),
Vx = ^ B - e ^ ^ - - )
- [E(B~eQ)]2. (3.30)
Transforming to new coordinates such that £ = I,
B- = (B 1B)-1B1.
Letting B = B + D and H = B'B, it follows that 
B'B = H[I + H_1(B'D + D'B + D1D)j, 
and using the reciprocal expansion
(B'B)-1 = H-1 - H-1(B'D + D'B + D'D)H-1
+ H-1(B'D + D'B)H_1(B'D + D'B)H_1 +  
Making use of the fact that for any constant matrix, C, 
E(D’Ce0 ) = - E(D'CD)X,
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the moments of B e^ can be found from Theorems 2 and
3. After much algebra, to 0(1/N),
E(X) = X + E(B~e0 )
= X + (1 + (n -n )GS -1X— x y x —
and
Vx = E ( B-ê0eQ 1 B- ' ) + 0(1/N2)
= G[1/m + 1/N + (trGS -1)/m + X'S -1X]X X
+ (1/m)(2 + nx-ny )GSx_1G, (3.31)
with G = (B1E_1B)"1.
In constructing confidence intervals, the asymptotic 
2method will use a T with n dimensions. The exactx
method, which is basically unchanged from the full rank
2case, will use a T of n dimensions.
Y
The inverse estimator continues to be defined when 
dim(^) > dim( jO .
3.7 Y and X are Matrices, L4:(Y,X)
This model is a generalization of L2 to the case where 
there are several response vectors, ^ , j = 1 to r, and a 
corresponding number of vectors. After centering each 
and x^ with respect to its own mean vector, 
and x j,
y.. = Bx.. + e.., i = 1 to N; j = 1 to r. (3.32)
iD “ ID “ ID
The error vectors are multivariate normal, with E(e^j) =
0 and cov(£i^ ,_.,) = 0 for i / i' or j / j'.
In matrix notation the model becomes
Y. = BX. + E.. (3.33)l l i
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If there are N observations on each of the r vector pairs,
then pooling all observations,
B = S S _1, (3-34;yx x
r N
s - y  y y..x. .', yx 4- J-ii-i]
r N
S = 7 7 x . . x . . ' , 
x j i
and
e .. = y .. - Bx.., (3.35)-13 xi3 -13
r N „
I = [ l / ( r d ) ' 
j i
with d = N - 1 - dira(x).
The X matrix is estimated by
X = B_1Y. (3.36)
Using the moments of X for model L2, we obtain
E(X) = X + GSx-1X. (3.37)
Let Vq be the covariance matrix of X under model L2 with
the term in X omitted. Then for j = j1,
cov(X . ,X . ) = V„ + GX . 'SV_1X . , (3.38)-3 -3 0 — 3 X -j
with G = B '*'I1B-'*'' . For j^j1, the errors, and
,, are uncorrelated. The only correlation will be due
to the common regression coefficient, B. It follows that
cov(X . ,X .. ) = GX.'S -1X . . , (3.39)-3-3 -3 x -j
for j f j'.
The inverse estimator for the matrix model becomes
X]; = TY, (3.40)
wi th
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T = S S X . xy y
A confidence region for the entire X matrix can be
constructed starting from the unbiased estimator of X,
X = (I + GSx“1)“1X. (3.41)
Then E(x ) = X and u
V = E(X -X)(X -X)1 X u u
= rVu0 + G(trS “1XX'), (3.42)
with
VuQ = G[1/m + 1/N
+(trGSx_1)/m].
For the asymptotic method, (X-X)(X-X)' is 
approximately a Wishart matix with r degrees of freedom and 
Vx is approximately distributed as a Wishart matrix 
divided by its degrees of feedom, rd. Then
r tr(X - X)(X - X)'V-lX
2is distributed approximately as Hotelling's Tq with r
and rd degrees of freedom.
The inequality,
r tr(X - X)(X - X)'VV-1 < T 2 , (3.43)x — u r/ra,a
defines a 1-a percent confidence region for the entire X 
matrix.
For the exact method, Eq = Y - BX and 
E(EqEq') = [r(1/m + 1/N) + Sx_1XX']Z.
The matrix E^E^' has the Wishart distribution with r 
degrees of freedom and rdZ has a Wishart distribution with 
rd degrees of freedom. The inequality,
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trEQE0 ' <_ [r (1/m + 1/N)
- trSx'lxX']T02r,t<S,a (3.44)
defines a 1-a percent confidence region for X.
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3.8 Simulations for the Linear Bivariate Model
For the bivariate linear model simulations were run
only for m = 1 and N = 20 with 200 replications. The
results appear in Tables 22 to 26 and are generally similar
to the univariate case. By the closeness criterion/ the
unbiased estimator, XU, is best except for the region around
X = C) where XI, the inverse estimator is always better.
The estimator XG, which replaces the ratio estimator is
similar to XU but with G1 replaced by G. XG has slightly
larger MSE and closeness than XU. In computing the Pittman
2closeness, the simple distance, (X^ - X^) + ( -
2X^) , was computed for each pair of estimators.
Comparison of the bias of XU = (B an<̂  =
B indicates that (B ^) , the unbiased estimator of — u
— 1B , is satisfactory. The upward bias of Gl is corrected 
by the small sample estimator G.
Since the variations in the estimators of cov(X) are 
mainly due to a scale factor, only the values of the trace 
of cov(X) are given to conserve space. The estimator VX 
which uses the unbiased estimator for X'X, produces an 
estimate which is consistently closer to the observed 
variance than VI. The derived parametric value for tr 
cov(X) agrees well with the observed.
Confidence regions and simultaneous confidence
intervals for X are based on XU. There is a tendency for 
the PT OUT of the confidence interval to increase with X.
The following is a list of labels used in the tables
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for the bivariate models.
SDE = standard deviation of error 
REP = number of replications
A
VE = E, the sample covariance matrix of error 
XC = X or X / the classical estimator
7 ~5
XU = X or X / the unbiased estimator —u —qu
A A A
XG = X , similar to XU with G replacing G1 —G
XI = X , the inverse estimator
XB = B-^Y (parametric value of B)
VI = unreduced estimate of cov(X )—u
VX = V , estimator of cov(X ) x —u
OVX = observed covariance of X—u
PVX = derived asymptotic variance of X^ using 
parameter values 
PT OUT = proportion of times X lies outside the 
confidence region
VF = estimator of cov(x) including the F factor
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ESTIMATORS OF X 
, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XG XI XU 



























CONFIDENCE REGION FOR X VECTOR
PT OUT OF CONFIDENCE ELLIPSOID = 
SCHEFFE LIMITS 
X- X+ WIDTH 
-3.65 1.41 5.05 
-1.47 3.55 5.02 
BONFERRONI LIMITS 
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TABLE 23
Simulations: Linear Bivariate Model
m N SDE alpha REP
1.00 20.00 1.00 0.10 200.00
PARAM. VECTORS: X E(Y)
0.00 0.80
2.00 1.83








































COVARIANCE MATRIX OF XU 
1.58 -0.02
-0.02 1.60
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE , SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.08 0.08 0.03 0.07 0.11
0.42 0.26 -0.87 0.21 0.19
1.94 1.66 0.39 1.59 1.12
2.81 2.09 1.11 1.64 1.03
2.86 2.22 1.60 1.73 1.59
ESTIMATES OF TRACE COV(XU)
TR VI TR VX TR OVX TR PVX
3.49 3.15 3.18 2.70
CONFIDENCE REGION FOR X VECTOR
PT OUT OF CONFIDENCE ELLIPSOID = 0.08
SCHEFFE LIMITS 
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
-2.51 2.65 5.16 0.02
-0.46 4.87 5.33 0.04
BONFERRONI LIMITS 
-2.39 2.54 4.92 0.03
-0.33 4.75 5.08 0.04
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TABLE 24
Simulations: Linear Bivariate Model
m N SDE alpha REP
1.00 20.00 1.00 0.10 200.00























































ESTIMATORS OF X 
, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XG XI XU 



















TR VX TR OVX TR PVX
3.73 3.35 3.10 3.30
CONFIDENCE REGION FOR X VECTOR
PT OUT OF CONFIDENCE ELLIPSOID = 0.07
SCHEFFE LIMITS 
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
-1.68 3.77 5.44 0.02
0.19 5.69 5.50 0.06
BONFERRONI LIMITS 
-1.52 3.62 5.14 0.02
0.35 5.53 5.18 0.07
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TABLE 25
Linear BivariateSimulations:  Model
m N SDE alpha REP







































































COVARIANCE MATRIX OF XU 
3.36 -0.02
-0.02 2.75
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU
0.24 0.03 -1.49 -0.02
0.27 -0.04 -2.46 -0.12
ESTIMATES OF TRACE COV(XU)
TR VI TR VX 
7.14 6.31
CONFIDENCE REGION FOR X VECTOR
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TABLE 26
































































ESTIMATORS OF X 
SUM OF CLOSENESS 
XG XI XU 















2.34 2.02 3.68 1.80 0.17
ESTIMATES OF TRACE COV(XU) 






CONFIDENCE REGION FOR X VECTOR
PT OUT OF CONFIDENCE ELLIPSOID = 
SCHEFFE LIMITS 
X- X+ WIDTH 
1.79 15.21 13.42 
3.83 17.74 13.91 
BONFERRONI LIMITS 












4.1 Univarate Quadratic models, Nl:[y,q(x)]
Nonlinear calibration has been considered by Schwartz 
[1977]. He gives computational procedures for piecewise 
linear and polynomial models with confidence intervals based 
on the exact method. Lechner, Reeve and Spiegelman [1982] 
apply the method of Scheffe' [1972] to the nonlinear problem 
using spline functions. Ott and Myers [1968] find optimal 
designs for estimating X by a linear function when the model 
is quadratic.
Here, the asymptotic mean and variance of the classical 
estimator for X are derived and confidence intervals 
constructed from these moments. Unbiased estimators are 
obtained for X and other parameters.
The quadratic extension of linear model, LI, with x and 
y centered is
^i = *3Xi + a(xi^ “ m2  ̂ + ei' (4.1)1 1 N 1 1
with m2 = (1/N)y x.^, it will be assumed that in 
i 1
the calibration sample, the x values are symmetrically 
distributed about their mean value. Under this condition,
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the estimates of b and a are independently distributed. The
estimate of b is unchanged from the linear model and
a = s _/s 0, (4.2)yx2 x2
with
N




Sx2 = ^ (xi “ m2) *x
The quadratic estimator for X, X , is the solutionq
of
« rs a a
Y = bX + a(X - m.), (4.3)q q 2
A
Since equation (4.3) has two solutions, we define X asq
the solutiion closest to the linear solution, Y/b.
The quantity, e^, as used in the exact method for 
confidence intervals, is defined by
Y = bX + a(X2 - m2) + eQ.
Letting k = a/b,
X + kX 2 = X + kX2 + en/b (4.4)q q 0
A A A
relates X and e0/b functionally, q 0
By implicit differentiation, X^ can be expressed as a
A A A
Taylor series in eQ/b about the point X^ = X, 
eQ/b = 0,
Xg = X + (l-/f.)(e0/b) - (k/f3)(e0/b)2 
t . .. ,
where f = 1 + 2kX.
The moments of X are then,q
E(X ) = X + (l/f)E(e0/b)
- (k/f3 )EL(eQ/b)2],
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var(X^) = (l/f2)var(e0/b). (4.5)
Because b and a are independent, there is little change in 
the moments of eQ/b from the linear model,
E(eQ/b) = - Xvar(b) = Xg/sx,
E[(eQ/b)2] = (1/b2 )var(eQ )
+ (3/b^)var(e^)var(b ) + 0(1/N2 ,k/N,k2)
= (1/b2)Vgg + 3g2/(msx) + ... (4.6)
For the quadratic model, there is an additional term in 
Veq = 9 L1/m + 1/N + X2/sx
+ (X2 - m2 )2/sx2J. (4.7)
At this point it is necessary to look ahead to the
2simulation results of section 7. Unless a is small and f 
= 1 + 2kX is close to one, say, 2/3 < |f| <_ 2 , this
A A
estimator of var(X ) is not satisfactory. When f isq
near zero, extreme overestimation of var(X) may result.
When f > 2, the expansion may not be a satisfactory 
approximation. A simpler and more robust estimation 
procedure results from altering the equation defining X^ 
to
Y = bX + a(X2 - m_), q 2
which makes f = 1 .
2The change here is that X is regarded as fixed m  the 
quadratic term. Since a is a random variable, the 
quadratic term is still a random variable. Under this
A A ^
assumption, X^ and ^ / b  are related by
A A A
X = X + e„/b. (4.8)q 0
The moments of X^ under this simpler assumption, using
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(2.27) and (2.29) are
E(X ) = (1 + g/s )X, q x
var(Xg) = Veq + 3g/(msx)
= g[1/m + 1/N + X2/sX
+ (X2 - m2 )2/sx2 + 3g/(msx)J* (4.9)
When f > 1, omitting this factor will produce an upward bias 
in the estimator for var(X ). Another cause of upward
4bias is the X term. The variance estimator can be
4 2improved by using unbiased estimators for X and X .
This tends to compensate for the omission of the f factor. 
These unbiased estimators are derived in the next section.
4.2 Unbiased Estimators for X, X2 and X4 to 0(1/N)
From the expected value of X in (4.9) an unbiasedq
estimator of X is
X = (1 + g/s )-1X . (4.10)qu  ̂ x q
Writing X = X + d, ̂ qu9 oE (X ) = X + v , qu qu' 2and therefore an unbiased estimator of X is
(X2) = X 2 - v . (4.11)u qu qu
4Similarly for X # qu
E(X + d)4 = X4 + 6 X 2 v  +  3v 2 ,qu qu
4with the unbiased estimator for X ,
(X4) = X 4 - 6X 2 + 3v 2. (4.12)u qu qu qu
The part of v = var(X ) that is a function of X is c qu qu
gh(X), where
h(X) = X2/sx + (X2 - m2 )2/sx2-
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The variance of X corrected for bias can be written as
vqu ’ vari(Xqu)/(RF), (4.13)
where var^(X^) is the unadjusted estimate and the
reduction factor is given by
RF = 1 + g/s + (g/s _)(6X 2 ̂ x 3 x2 qu
- 3vqu - 2m2). (4.14)
Since the reduction factor is a function of v itself,qu
iteration is required, or the quadratic equation may be
2solved directly. If the estimated value of X is
" 2negative, we take X = 0  and RF = 1.
4.3 Univariate Quadratic Inverse Model
Since the nonlinearity is in x, the most reasonable 
definition of the inverse model seems to be
x + k(x2 - m ) = ty + h. (4.15)
2If w is the variance of x and w2 is the variance of x
in the weighting distribution or DFO, the minimum MSD
estimator for t is
^ A A A a  A
t = (l/b)(w + k w2)/(w + k w2 + g^/m)
= (l/b)|_l + g1/(m(w + k2w2))] 1, (4.16)
A A A  A A
with g^ = a /b .
The estimation equation,
X T + k(X 2 - m_) = tY ql ql 2
defines X _ as a function of a, b, o  ̂ and Y. Theseqi
four random variables are independently distributed with 
known means and variances. Therefore, by a Taylor series 
expansion, the mean and variance of X to 0(1/N) can be
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found.
In the construction of confidence intervals/ the only 
changes from the linear model are the added term in the 
variance and the reduction in the degrees of freedom for 
error by one.
4.4 Multivariate Quadratic Model, N2:(£,x.)
A multivariate quadratic model with interaction between
variables is used by Cook [1959] and Rind [1979] for the
calibration of strain gauge balances in wind-tunnel
experiments. The estimator of X is obtained numerically
using the method of simple iteration.
In this section and the following, the asymptotic
expectation and covariance matrix of the classical estimator
are derived and confidence regions obtained based on these
moments. Unbiased estimators are given for X, X'X'
2(X'X) and other parametrs.
The quadratic multivariate model with response vector,
X (Y / p = 1 to n), is
y = bn + b 1 x P op -p -
* * *+ x ' A x + e ,- p- p
•kwhere £ is N(0f£). After centering/ the model becomes
y = b '_x + trA (xx* - M) + e , (4.17)P P P P
N
with M = (1/N)y x.x .'.
i - 1" 1
The set of regression coefficients, A , p = 1 to n,P
with A = A ', forms a n x n x n matrix. In order to P P
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estimate A , it is necessary to let P 1
= the upper triangular part of A^,
= the upper triangular part of _xx' - M. The model 
may now be written,
Y_ = Bx + Cf_ + e , (4.18)
where C is a n x n(n + l)/2 matrix and is n(n + l)/2 x 1. 
It will be assumed that the x values are symmetrically 
distributed about their mean value, £, in which case, the
estimators of B and C, distributed independently, are given
by
B = S S -1, (4.19)yx x
C = SyfSf_1, (4.20)
with
N
s = y Y • £ • ' yf j- -t-i-i
and
N
S, = 7  f.f . ' . f 4--1—x
1 -1Let R = B and define the 3-dimensional matrix, 
ri
K = >r A , p,q = 1 to n.p ^  pq q
For an observed value Y, the estimate for X is the 
solution of
Y = BX + trA (JiX' ~ M)/ (4.21)P
or equivalently,
X + trK (XX' - M) = B-1Y. (4.22)_ p -- _
Methods for the solution of this equation are given in 
Chapter 6 .
Beginning from the equations defining e^ and X,
A A « A A /\
Y = BX + trA (XX1 - M) + e^,
-  -  p  —  - 0
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and (4.21) above, the functional relation between X and 
is
A A A -I A
X + trK XX = X + trK XX' + B e .  (4.23)P p u
The Taylor series expansion for X as a function of 
B ^e^ with some simplification of the second
derivative by anticipating the drop out of terms of 0(K/N), 
is
X = X + F-1B-1e0
- trK F_1PF_1', (4.24)
r
with
-1“ “ -1 
P = B i e (Je () -B
and F = I + 2X'K . Since the F matrix estimators are - P
frequently near singular and generally not satisfactory, as 
in the univariate case, a simpler model is defined.
Regarding X as a fixed quantity in the quadratic term 
results in the functional relation
X = X + B-1e0 , (4.25)
A
with moments for X,
E(X) = X + E(B-1e0),
cov(X) = E(Be0e0 'B')
- E ( BeQ) E ( Be ) '
= E(B-1VeB-1') + 0(1/N2 i K/N, K2). (4.26)
To find the moments of B'^e^, we first write B =
B + D and use the reciprocal expansion,
** *|
B~ £ 0 = [I “ B _ 1  + b " 1 d  + b - 1 d b " 1 d
+ ...]B“1e0.
Taking the expectation
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The expected value of the second moment matrix is
E(B_1e e ' B-1' ) = B-1V B**1,—U—U e
+ E(B'DB_1V B-1,D'B) e
+ QVeB_1, + B-1VeQ ,/ (4.28)
with
Q = GSx“1B_1/
Ve = E[l/m + 1/N + X'SxX + £'Sff]. (4.29)
For the simpler model, the moments of X are
E(X) = (I + GSx-1 )X,
cov(X) = G[l/m + 1/N + X ' S  _1x + f.'S _1f
X  X
+ (trGS -1] + (2/m)Sv"1G], (4.30)2\ X
with G = B-1Eb-1'.
To simplify the algebra in the evaluaion of f/Sf
it will be assumed that the ,x vector has been transformed
so that
S = s X,
X x
M =
where s and m„ = s /N, are scalar quantities. It is
X  A X
also assumed that the moments are symmetric in the 
components of x.
The first n components of the vector, are
fj = (xi2 “ m2 )̂ / j = 1 to n,
The next n(n - l)/2 components are
f. = 2x.^x,^, j<h, k = n + 1 to n(n + l)/2. k j h
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Summing over the entire calibration sample
ST7 2 \2 1 ♦->(x .. - m„) = s , i = 1 to n.V 2 x J
N ,2^(2XjXh) = 4Nm22, j / h.
l
Because = s^I and the symmetry of the odd moments,
all crossproduct terms vanish,
f(K..2 - m2)(X..,2 - 2) = 0,
|(Xji2 - n,2)(2xjixhi) = 0,
N
"̂( 2x . . x, . ) ( 2x . . . x, . . ) = 0 . g l hi g ' l h'i
For a given X vector,
i ’Sf-if =|(X 2 - »2 )2/sx2 j -*
+ ( J x . 2x, 2)/(2Nm,„). (4.31). “7, i n 2 Zg/hJ
If the x vectors are futher assumed to have a multivariate 
normal distribution, then 
sx2 * (2/N)Sx2,
”22 = <SX/M)2
and since m2 = s^/N,
f'S f = [ ( ^ X . V  + nm22]/sx2
j £ 2 - (Z*i >/sx-
jThe last term cancels the linear term, leaving for the
covariance matrix of X,
V = G[1/m + 1/N + (trGSx-1) + (2/m)Sx_1G 
^ n
+ (ZXj2)2/sx2]. (4.32)
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4.5 Unbiased Estimators for X and Functions of X
Based on the expected value of X , an unbiased 
estimator of X is
A i A
X = (I + GS )X . (<—qu x — q '
A
Writing X = X + d,—qu — —
with
E(X X ') = XX' + V , -qu-qu —  qu
V = V - (2/m)GS -1G. qu q x
An unbiased estimator of X'2£ is
A A A
(X'X) = X 'X - trV .  u —qu —qu qu
Temporarily dropping the "qu" subscript,
" 2  2 2 X . = X . + 2X .d . + d . .
3 3 3 3 3
Assuming that the deviations are normally distributed,
a  ~  a  p  9  9  9E(X. xk ) = x.2xk2 + x.2vkk
+ Xk2Vjj + 4XjXkvjk
+ Vjjvkk + 2vjk2 '
Then
^ ^ 9 9  £1 9 9E(|x.2 ) = (2.x.
3 3 3 J+ 2X'XtrV + 4x'VX
+ (trV)2 + 2trV2.
Approximating V with (l/n)(trV)I, the bias of (X'X) is
6X'XtrV + (1 + 2/n)(trV)2.
Replacing X'ii with its unbiased estimator >C'X - trV,
the reduction factor for the covariance matrix is
RF = 1 + (trG/s „)L6X'X - (5 - 2/n)trV ]. (4x2 — — qu
Letting cov^(X) represent the unadjusted estimate of 
VgU, the relation
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Vqu = coV;l(X)/RF (4.35)
a /\
defines a quadratic equation in trV . If trV >qu qu -
Jf'X giving a negative estimate for X'X/ we take X =
0 and RF = 1.
4.6 Multivariate Quadratic Inverse Model 
Writing the regression in the form 
y = Bjc + Cf + e, 
the inverse model becomes
x + B-1Cf = + h. (4.36)
The estimator of T is then
T = B-1H[H + (l/m)z3-1/ (4.37)
with
A A A A A
H = BWB1 +CW C 1 
N
w2 = (i/n)£ fiii*» 
i
and C and t_ are as defined in the previous section.
For an observation Y, the corresponding estimate of X
is the solution of
X T + t r K ( X TX '  - M) = TY. -ql pv-ql-ql
4.7 Multivariate Quadratic Model N3 with dim(^) > dim(x_)
This can be handled like the full rank model if B  ̂
is replaced by the generalized inverse,
B" = (B,£-1B)-1B,£-1.
The derivation of the moments is basically unchanged from L3 
except that now includes a quadratic term, giving 
E(*q) = 1 + (-nx " ny )GSx_1X,
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V = B~V B ' + (1/m)(trGS 1)G q eq x '
+ (1/m)(2 - n - n )GS _1G, (4.38)x y x
with
V = 1/m + 1/N + X'S 1X eq — x —
+ f'Sf_1f. (4.39)
Confidence interval construction is similar to model
L3.
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4.8 Simulations for the Quadratic Univariate Model
Simulations were run for m = 1 and 5, N = 20 and 40,
with 500 replications for each set of parameters and the
results appear in Tables 27 to 46. To avoid occasional
extreme values, the unbiased estimator of k, k =u
a(l/b)u was used in the quadratic estimation equations.
This does not change the moments of XU = X^u to 0(1/N)
for the reasons given in the derivation of equations (2.19).
On examining the estimators of X for the quadratic
model, an important change is evident. The inverse
estimator now compares favorably with the unbiased estimator
XU at all X values. With respect to the closeness
criterion, the positions of XU and XI are reversed compared
with the linear model. At the point X = 0, the closeness
for XU is substantially smaller than that of XI, although
the MSE is about the same. Furthermore, for larger X values
the inverse estimator usually has a better closeness value
but their MSE's are about the same. The ratio estimator in
the linear model is replaced by XG which is similar to XU 
"2 "2with gl = a /b replaced by g.
The difference between the quadratic estimators and what 
the estimate would be if a linear model were (incorrectly) 
assumed can be seen by comparing the average Y with XC or 
XU. Since b = 1, Y is approximately equal to the linear 
classical estimator. For example, in Table 30 with X = 4, Y 
= 5.47 and XC = 4.48 In Table 31 with X = 10, Y = 19.93 
which is much larger than XC = 12.45.
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As was stated in Section 4.1/ the estimator for the
factor f = 1 + 2kX, in var(X) is not satisfactory. This is
apparent on comparing VF to OVX in Tables 27 to 46. A
simpler estimator resulting in a reduction factor has been
substituted. The estimate VF depends on k = a(l/b)u and
X which are random variables. In Tables 27 to 31 the
resulting overestimation is apparent. When compared with
the observed variance of X/ the estimator VX# using
4 2unbiased estimators of X and X shows a consistent
improvement over the unreduced estimator# VI. When X is
large# (4 to 10)# the upward bias of VI compared to the
parametric value is excessively large. On the other hand,
the estimator VX is much smaller than the parametric value
and is closer to the observed variance of X. Apparently,
some overcorrection results when attempting to remove the 
"4upward bias of X . This seems to compensate for the 
omission of the f factor which# with no sampling 
fluctuation# would tend to decrease the value of var(X).
Even though the estimator VX# in this simulation, gives 
acceptable estimates of var(X) at all X levels, the poor 
agreement between the observed and parametric values of 
var(X) for X > 2 suggests that the values of X in the 
quadratic model should be confined to within 2 standard 
deviations of the mean of the calibration sample.
A list of labels used in the tables is given in Section
2.7.
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TABLE 27
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k0.00 -0.10 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gl
-0.09 1.00 1.00 -0.07 -0.06 1.18
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF1 X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
-0.07 -0.06 -0.05 -0.06 -0.06
1.15 1.02 0.99 0.99 1.02
3.42 1.90 1.54 0.80 2.35
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
1.27 1 .11 89 .80 0 .99
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
-1.73 1.61 3.34 0.12
TABLE 28
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k1.00 1.00 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi0.93 1.00 1.01 0.93 0.87 1.23
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
-0.07 -0.12 -0.11 -0.13 -0.10
0.97 0.85 0.85 0.82 0.78
2.38 2.08 1.76 1.87 1.91
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
1.43 1.11 153.16 0.80
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 29
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k2.00 2.30 1.00 0.10
VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi2.20 0.99 0.99 2.04 1.91 1.24
COMPARISON OP ESTIMATORS OF X 
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.04 -0.07 -0.07 -0.09 -0.04
1.28 1.08 1.05 1.02 0.90
1.97 2.10 1.92 2. 23 1.77
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
2.84 1.20 24.43 1.01
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
0.19 3.63 3.44 0.06
TABLE 30
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.
X E(Y) g k
4.00 5.50 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES *
Y b VE XC XU gl
5.47 0.99 1.00 4.48 4.20 1.
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.48 0.25 0.26 0.20 0.32
3.37 2.66 2.52 2.49 2.21
1.92 2.31 1.68 2.38 1.72
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
24.21 3.06 37670.98 2.45
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 31
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E (Y ) g k
10.00 19.90 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES „
Y b VE XC XU gl
19.93 1.02 1.01 12.45 11.74 1.15
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X 
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
2.45 1.84 1.90 1.74 2.36
43.64 35.64 34.28 33.85 35.77
2.02 2.24 1.66 2.09 1.98
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
2076.08 29.31 94820.91 30.83
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
3.78 19.70 15.92 0.07
TABLE 32
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k
0.00 -0.10 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES „
Y b VE XC XU giI o * c 0.98 0.99 0.00 0.00 1.31
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.31 0.27 0.30 0.26 0.26
3.41 1.41 2.57 0.39 2.23
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
0.31 0.30 0.38 0 .26
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 33
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k1.00 1.00 1.00 0.10
VALUES
y b VE XC XU gi
1.04 0.98 0.99 1.08 1.01 1.32
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X 
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.08 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.01
0.31 0.25 0.29 0.23 0.18
2.18 1.99 2.06 1.98 1.80
ESTIMATES 'OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
0.43 0.31 1.48 0.23
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
0.14 1.88 1.74 0.06
TABLE 34
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.
X E (Y ) g k
2.00 2.30 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES „ .
Y b VE XC XU gl
2.29 0.99 1.01 2.14 2.00 1.
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.14 0.02 0.11 0.00 0.04
0.50 0.39 0.46 0.36 0.25
2.00 2.07 1.97 2.22 1.74
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
1.26 0.52 54.57 0.36
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 35
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k4.00 5.50 1.00 0.10
VALUES A
Y b VE XC XU gi5.51 0.99 0.99 4.45 4.17 1.25
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X 
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.45 0.21 0.40 0.17 0.26
2.78 2.19 2.58 2.08 1.61
2.01 2.07 1.99 2.20 1.73
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
20.99 2.65 5789.77 2.05
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
1.74 6.60 4.86 0.05
TABLE 36
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 20.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.
X E(Y) g k
10.00 19.90 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gl
19.90 1.00 1.02 12.15 11.43 1.
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
2.15 1.53 2.03 1.43 1.80
45.50 37.19 43.11 35.60 31.43
1.91 2.03 1.94 2.16 1.96
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
2476.64 28.53 198651.88 33.55
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 37
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k0.00 -0.10 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi1 O • c 0.99 1.00 -0.08 -0.08 1.10
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM iOF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
-0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.07
1.12 1.06 1.06 1.05 0.99
3.47 2.00 1.50 0.95 2.07
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
1.16 1.09 5.83 1.05
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH ■ PT OUT
-1.76 1.60 3.36 0.10
TABLE 38
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k1.00 1.00 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi
0.96 1.01 0.98 0.94 0.91 1.05
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
-0.06 -0.09 -0.08 -0.09 -0.07
0.87 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.79






VI VX VF OVX PVX
1.18 1.03 21.99 0.81 1.08
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
-0.73 2.55 3.28 0.07
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TABLE 39
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k2.00 2.30 1.00 0.10
VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi g2.35 1.01 1.00 2.11 2.05 1.07 1.01
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X 
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.11 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.07
0.85 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.67
2.07 2.10 1.98 2.13 1.72
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
1.98 1.12 257.70 0.77
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT






m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k
4.00 5.50 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES a
Y b VE XC XU gi g
5.45 1.01 1.00 4.22 4.11 1.07 1.01
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.22 0.12 0.14 0.11 0.20
2.01 1.83 1.81 1.81 1.68
1.83 2.24 1.73 2.38 1.82
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX PVX
9.63 2.50 676.85 1.80 4.26
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
1.68 6.54 4.86 0.03
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Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
1.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k10.00 19.90 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi19.91 0.99 1.01 12.36 12.02 l.ii
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
2.36 2.04 2.13 2.02 2.14
35.70 32.21 33.09 31.90 28.94
2.05 2.17 1.74 2.01 2.03
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
963.18 29 .03 250755.49 27 .82
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
4.05 19.99 15.94 0.02
TABLE 42
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k0.00 -0.10 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi-0.09 0.99 1.02 -0.03 -0.03 1.16
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X 
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
-0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03
0.27 0.25 0.27 0.25 0.25
3.43 1.46 2.55 0.46 2.10
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
0.27 0.26 0.52 0.25
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 43
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.00
X E(Y) g k1.00 1.00 1.00 0.10
VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi1.03 1.01 1.00 1.04 1.01 1.06
AVG.
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X 
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.04 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03
0.21 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.18
2.08 2.06 2.05 2.09 1.72
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
0.28 0.25 0.27 0.19
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
0.20 1.81 1.61 0.05
TABLE 44
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.
X E(Y) g k
2.00 2.30 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi
2.35 1.00 0.99 2.10 2.04 l.
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.10 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.07
0.31 0.28 0.31 0.28 0.23
1.98 2.11 2.01 2.23 1.67
ESTIMATES OF VAR(XU)
VI VX VF OVX
0.64 0.41 443.86 0 .28
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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TABLE 45
Simulations: Quadratic Univariate Model
m N b SDE alpha REP
5.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 500.
X E(Y) g k4.00 5.50 1.00 0.10
AVG. VALUES
Y b VE XC XU gi5.52 0.99 0.99 4.35 4.24 1.
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.35 0.24 0.34 0.24 0.33
1.48 1.33 1.49 1.31 1.62






CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
2.00 6.48 4.48 0.02
TABLE 46





















Y b VE XC XU gl
19.89 1.00 1.00 12.37 12.02 1.09







XG XI XU XB
2.05 2.31 2.02 2.13
35.90 38.67 35.60 30.87






CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR X
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
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4.9 Simulations for the Quadratic Bivariate Model
The number of parameters in the quadratic bivariate 
model is twice that of the linear bivariate model. For this 
reason/ the calibration sample size was increased from 20 to 
40.
Because of space limitations, the K matrix for the 
* P
quadratic term was not printed out in the tables. For 
Tables 47 to 51 the parametric value of the matrix = 
[K1 ,k2] is
.10 -.01 .10 .05
-.01 .10 .05 .10
The unbiased estimator of K is used in the estimationP
equations for all X estimators. An unbiased estimator for
"'“I “IK is obtained on replacing B by (B ) in the p u
computation of K^. The nonlinear estimation equations 
are solved using the modified conjugate directions method 
described in Chapter 6 .
The estimator XI has smaller MSE than the unbiased 
estimator XU at all X values, but XU has the better 
closeness scores. In Table 51 with X = (9,11)', all 
estimators have a substantial negative bias. The fact that 
XB, which uses parameter values, also shows negative bias 
suggests that this bias may be due to the omission of the 
last term in (4.24).
Considering the estimators of cov(X), the estimator
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2VX which uses unbiased estimators of X'>C and (X')0 ,
gives the best overall estimate of cov(X) but tends to
underestimate it. This results from underestimation of 
2(X'X) and tends to compensate for the omission of the F 
factor. This underestimation produces a confidence region 
that is too small resulting in a proportion of regions not 
containing X cf around .20 for larger X values, compared 
with alpha = .1. The derived parametric value for tr 
cov(X) does not agree well with the observed value of tr 
cov(X) when X is large. For this reason, values of X in 
the quadratic bivariate model should be confined to within 
two standard deviations of the mean of the calibration 
sample.




simulations : Quadratic Bivariate Model
m N SDE alpha REP
1.00 40.00 1.00 0.10 100.00
1. VECTORS: X E(Y)
-1.00 -0.54
1.00 1.22
I. MATRICES : B G
0.92 0.40 1.00 0.00
-0.40 0.92 0.00 1.00




0.90 0.37 1.01 0.01
-0.42 0.92 0.01 1.01
MATRICES: GI G
1.14 0.08 1.06 0.06
0.08 1.18 0.06 1.09
COVARIANCE MATRIX OF XU 
1.50 -0.19
-0.19 1.55
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
-0.19 -0.16 0.55 -0.16 -0.30
-0.29 -0.31 -0.49 -0.31 -0.40
1.63 1.53 0.67 1.53 1.82
1.74 1.65 0.50 1.64 1.19
2.88 2.19 1.31 1.55 2.07
[■ES OF TRACE COV(XU)
TR VI TR VX TR VF TR OVX TR PVX
4.83 2.61 35.43 3.05 2.30
CONFIDENCE REGION FOR X VECTOR
OUT OF CONFIDENCE ELLIPSOID = 0.14
SCHEFFE LIMITS
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
-3.53 1.22 4.76 0.02
-1.70 3.09 4.79 0.07
BONFERRONI LIMITS
-3.37 1.06 4.43 0.03
-1.54 2.93 4.47 0.08
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ESTIMATORS OF X 
SUM OF CLOSENESS 
XG XI XU 















2.48 1.98 1.93 1.63 1.98
ESTIMATES OF TRACE COV(XU)






CONFIDENCE REGION FOR X VECTOR
PT OUT OF CONFIDENCE ELLIPSOID = 
SCHEFFE LIMITS 
X- X+ WIDTH 
-2.48 2.08 4.55 
-0.37 4.21 4.58 
BONFERRONI LIMITS 
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TABLE 49
Simulations: Quadratic Bivariate Model
m N SDE alpha REP







































COVARIANCE MATRIX OF XU 
2.68 - 1.01 
-1.01 1.74
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
0.01 -0.02 -0.35 -0.02 -0.26
0.00 -0.08 -1.24 -0.09 0.00
2.85 2.69 0.84 2.68 1.60
1.87 1.76 1.86 1.75 0.59
2.87 2.30 1.96 1.80 1.07
ESTIMATES OF TRACE COV(XU)
TR VI TR VX TR VF TR OVX TR PVX
10.09 3.46 3.30 4.42 4.70
CONFIDENCE REGION FOR X VECTOR
PT OUT OF CONFIDENCE ELLIPSOID = 0.20
SCHEFFE LIMITS 
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
-1.75 3.71 5.46 0.07
0.17 5.65 5.48 0.06
BONFERRONI LIMITS 
-1.57 3.53 5.10 0.11
0.35 5.47 5.12 0.06
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TABLE 50
































































ESTIMATORS OF X 
SUM OF CLOSENESS 
XG XI XU 















2.98 2.39 2.24 2.03 0.36
ESTIMATES OF TRACE COV(XU)






CONFIDENCE REGION FOR X VECTOR
PT OUT OF CONFIDENCE ELLIPSOID = 
SCHEFFE LIMITS 
X- X+ WIDTH 
-1.92 7.60 9.52 
-0.32 9.27 9.59 
BONFERRONI LIMITS 
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TABLE 51
Simulations: Quadratic Bivariate Model
m N SDE alpha REP
1.00 40.00 1.00 0.10 100.00
PARAM . VECTORS: X
9.00
11.00




































COVARIANCE MATRIX OF XU 
78.58 -21.12
-21.12 78.97
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS OF X
BIAS, MSE, SUM OF CLOSENESS
XC XG XI XU XB
-1.65 -1.87 -4.40 -1.89 -1.74
1.05 0.69 -3.53 0.66 1.38
85.84 82.38 50.61 82.15 3.83
87 .09 80.08 34.36 79.40 2.44
2.75 2.32 2.49 2.16 0.28
ESTIMATES OF TRACE COV(XU)
TR VI TR VX TR VF TR OVX TR PVX
9662.09 97.10 770.54 157.55 1022.30
CONFIDENCE REGION FOR X VECTOR
OUT OF CONFIDENCE ELLIPSOID = 0.18
SCHEFFE LIMITS
X- X+ WIDTH PT OUT
-6.25 20.47 26.72 0.10
-1.89 25.21 27.10 0.04
BONFERRONI LIMITS
-5.43 19.65 25.08 0.10
-1.07 24.39 25.46 0.05
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CHAPTER 5
TARE WEIGHT MODELS
5.1 Linear Tare Weight Model/ Tl:(^,x. + _t)
Due to the nature of the experiment/ an unknown fixed 
vector/ t i s  added to each x measurement. This differs 
from calibration models in that the observation Y is 
replaced by the mean/ y of the calibration sample. There 
is no general mean effect/ only the x vector is centered so 
that x = £ but £ ^ 0. The linear tare weight model 
is then
B and y . are independently distributed. The expected 
value and covariance matrix of t are similar to the
Y^ = B(£i + _t) + 




£ = B ±1. (5.2)
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moments under model L2 with m = N and Y replaced by 
E(t) = t + GSx-1t_,
V(_t) = G (1/N + t_'Sx-1_t) + O (1/N2 ) . (5.3)
Confidence intervals can be found as in model L2.
5.2 Linear Model T2 with dim(^) > dim(_x)
When B is deficient in rank, B is replaced by the 
generalized inverse
A ^ ^ A -1 ^ A
B— = (B' E B) B' Z ,
giving for the estimate of J:,
_t = B_y. (5.4)
The error matrix E can be estimated without knowing t_
because
e. - e = y . - y - B x .
— l  —  -^-l —  — l
does not contain t̂.
Using results from model L3 with m = N,
E (_t) = t + (1 + nx - ny)GSx-1t,
V(_t) = G( 1/N + t_'Sx_1t). (5.5)
5.3 Quadratic Tare Weight model, T3:[yyC[(jx + _t) ]
The quadratic model with interactions is
Xi = 6 (5̂  + _t) + (x. + tiJ'A (x^ + _t)
+ e^. (5.6)
Averaging over i,
y = Bt + tr(A M) + t'A t +e. (5.7)JL -  P - p- -
The estimator of t is defined as the solution of
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“ - 1 -B y = t + trK M 
~  ~  P
A A A
+ t'K t. (5.8)r
This estimator is used in place of the least squares 
estimator which requires the solution of a set of third 
degree equations in t.
Subtracting (5.7) from the original model (5.6),
y. - y = Bx. + trA (xx1 + xt'— —l p —  —
+ tx1 - M) + e^ - £
= Bsci + Cf + e - _le, (5.9)
where
£p' = the upper triangular part of A^,
f_ = the upper triangular part of
(x.x.1 + x.t1 + tx.' - M).— l—i —l— — l
The estimates of B and C are not independent when t_
/ £, even if the are symmetrically distributed.
The solution must be iterative. For example:
0) Start with t = 0, B = S S and— — yx x
-1c = s .yf f
a
1) Solve for B and C simultaneously in
A A
S = S B + S cC, yx x xf
A A
s * = s .'B + S£C. yf xf f
2) Solve for t_ in (5.8).
Repeat (1) and (2).
Using results from model N2 with m = N, approximate 
moments of _t are to 0 (1/N),
E(t_) = t + GSx_1_t/
V(£) = G[ 1/N + t'S -1_t + u'S _1u], (5.10)x r
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with = the upper triangular part of (ttV + M).
5.4 Quadratic Model T4 with dim(^) > dim(jc)
The solution is similar to that of T3 but if the 
generalized inverse, B , is used, an estimate of Z must 
be computed at each iteration.
Approximate moments of t using results of N3 are
E(t) = t + (1 + n - n  )GS — — x y x
V(t) = G[1/N + t'S -1t + u'S' X
-1 t,
f (5.11)
with _u = the upper triangular part of (tt* + M).
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CHAPTER 6 
SOLUTION OF THE NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
6.1 Two methods of solution
Finding the estimate for X in the multivariate
quadratic model requires the solution of a set of nonlinear
equations. When the conditions for convergence are met; the
method of simple iteration can be used. Beginning with an
initial value , the sequence generated is
X = B-1y - t r K ( X X - M ) .  (6.1)—n+1 p —n—n
It will be shown that convergence depends on the matrix
[X'K ].- P
Outside the region of convergence of simple iteration 
an exact solution may not exist. A best solution in the 
least squares sense can be found using a conjugate 
directions method.
6.2 The Contraction Mapping Theorem
A basic result in any iterative method of solution is 
the contraction mapping theorem [Dahlquist and Bjorck; 1974; 
Groetsch, 1980].
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THEOREM 5. For the equation, x = i[( jc) , if there is a 
region R such that
i) is continuous in R,
ii) | |f (1)(x) || < 1, for all jc in R,
iii) x in R => JL(2i) R ' ^or 21 in R/
then for any x0 in R and x , , = f(x ), n =—0 — n+1 — —n
0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,
lim x = £, where v_ - _f (r) is the 
n-> oo
only root of the equation in R.
For a simple quadratic equation,
x + kx2 = v, (6 .2 )
|f(1 )(x)| = |2kx|.
Condition (ii) requires that within R, for n = 0,1,2,...,
|xn | < 1/(2|k|). (6.3)
Condition (iii) is covered in Theorems 6 and 7.
Starting with x^ = v and iterating on = v -
2kx^ , generates the sequence: x^ = v, = v -
2 2 2 2 kv , x^ = v - kv + 2k v + ... This sequence
approaches the root of the equation with the plus sign
before the radical,
r 1 = [ - 1 + (1 + 4kv)1/2]/(2k).
This is the root closest to the linear solution x = v. The
other root is
x 2 ~ ~ 1/R ~ rl-
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6.3 Convergence of Simple Iteration
The multivariate quadratic model may be written in the
form
x = v - x1K x, (6.4)- - - p-
with v = B + trK M. From Theorem 5, a necessary- p
condition for convergence of simple iteration is
IIf(1)(£n )|| = ||2xn ’Kp || < 1, (6.5)
for n = 0,1,2,... The following Euclidean norms will be 
assumed for a vector x and a matrix, A,
I Ixl I2 = 1  x 2 
j
0 n n _I IA | | = £ y a_j. . (6.6)
i j J
The norm ||A|| is not the matrix norm corresponding to the
vector norm but is an upper bound to the matrix norm. For a
matrix, A, the square of the marix norm is the largest
2eigenvalue of A'A which is _< tr A'A = | |a | | .
The norm inequality,
| | A xj | <_ | | A | | * | | x | | , (6.7)
can be used to simplify condition (ii) on the f/^ 
matrix,
(1/4) | |f(1) | |2 = £| |x'K | |2 
, n p ,
1 IIxiI H  IKp || ,
=> ||xK || £ ||x||k.ir
The quantity 
n
E " i h ki 3 h 2 = Z I I K  | | 2
■3" p ^
is the norm of the three dimensional matrix, [Kpj.
(6 .8 )
Conditions (ii) and (iii) of theorem 5 are now met if
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llxjl < l/(2k), n = 0,1,2,... (6.9)
The following two theorems give conditions which assure 
convergence of the method of simple iteration.
THEOREM 6 . Using the Euclidean norm, if
1 ) ||xQ || < 1/(2k),
2 ) ||v|i < 1/(4k), 
then the iteration,
—n+l * i - V  V n '
converges.
PROOF. Condition (1) assures that the contraction factor,
| |f^^ | | < 1, for n = 0. It is only necessary to prove 
that ?cn in R => i£n+  ̂ in R an<3 apply Theorem 5. By the 
triangle inequality
Min+lll 1 Mill + I I —n ' Kp—n 1 1 *
By the Holder inequality,
| | x ,K x | | < | | x K | | | | x | |—n p—n — —n p 1 —n 1
1 1/(4k).
Then, using condition (2),
I I—n+lI I 1 I 111 I + 1/C4k) < 1/(2k ).
The following theorem gives a condition for convergence 
in terms of | |x̂  - x.q I I •
THEOREM 7. Using the Euclidean norm, if
1 ) I|xQ || < 1/(2k),
2) I liii " IqI I < k[(l/(2k) - || x_Q | |]2,
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then
converges
PROOF. Let x xn + d , then—n—n
(6.10)
Since (df/dd) = (df/djc), the condition that £ is a 
contraction can be stated as
I 12S0 1 | < l/(2k) and l|dn M < r, for all n, 
with r = l/(2k) - II.XqII* Theorem 5 can be applied if 
it is shown that |Id^l| < r => ||d,n+j_lI < r.
Taking the norm of (6.10),
and from condition (2) it follows that | +jJ I < r-
The more general theorem that follows [Linz, 1979] is 
valid for the Euclidean or maximum norm but gives a radius 
of convergence which is one-half that of Theorem 7.
THEOREM 8 . Let T be an operator from a Banach space X into 
itself. Assume that T is a contraction mapping with 
contraction factor c < 1 in b(>CQ,r), with
I I ill " 2Lo ̂ 1̂ - c ̂r* Then
i) The sequence x ,. = Tx converges to a unique—n+l —n ^
+ 2 I 12L0 I |kr + kr2. 
Substituting IIjCqII = l/(2k) - r gives
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★
x in b(><0 /r)
i;L) I liin"ll I 1  [cn/( 1-c ) ] | |̂ - jcq | | .
Theorems 7 and 8 can be compared by optimizing the 
value of c in Theorem 8 . Using the approximation to 
in (6.7) which assumes the Euclidean norm/
| |x| | < c/(2k) => | |f(1)| | < c.
Theorem 8 requires that
I l*i " *q \ I 1 (1 " c)[c/(2k) - ||x0 | |]. (6 .11)
The right side of (6.11) is maximized by 
c = 1/2 + k||XqI| 
giving the convergence condition
1 iiijL - x.0 l I ± ( k/2 ) L (1/ ( 2k ) - | | x0 I I 3 2 •
Then/ for this model/ Theorems 7 is to be preferred/ since 
its radius of convergence is twice that of Theorem 8 .
6.4 Method of Sequentially Conjugate Directions
Outside the region of convergence of simple iteration/ 
an exact solution may not exist for arbitrary matrices/ B 
and [Kp], Lettng the deviations from an exact solution be 
represented by the vector
h = x + x'K x — V/ (6.12)— — — p— —
n 2a best solution can be defined as minimizing T  h. .
j DAlthough this criterion function is of the fourth degree/ if 
K is small/ it may be approximated by a quadratic surface 
in the region of the minimum/ allowing the use of Newton's 
and related methods. The multivariate form of Newton's
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method requires matrix inversion and is often plagued by 
singularities. To simplify the computation and avoid the 
singularity problem/ a conjugate gradient method [Bazara and 
Shettyf 1979] was used with some modifications.
The conjugate gradient method of Fletcher and Reeves as 
described by Bazara and Shetty, is based on the properties 
of a quadratic surface. Let the surface be represented by
f(jO = (l/2 )2c'Hx_ + b'jc + c, (6.13)
where H is a symmetric matrix with non-negative eigenvalues. 
The gradient vector at .x is
g (_x) ~ H_x + b. (6.14)
Starting from a point >ĉ , the criterion is minimized 
along the direction/ d^, by a line search method/ such as 
Fibonacci search. The new search direction is determined by 
the rules
if j = 1 + kn; k = 0 /1/2..., 
then dj+1 = - £j+1;
otherwise, d . , = - g.j, + a.d., (6.15)-D+l ^3+1 1~3
with
aj = (6 .ie)
The above procedure is modified in three ways:
1) The correction coefficient, a^, is determined 
without requiring that the first and every n1"*1 step is in 
the negative gradient direction. Every step becomes an 
optimizing step.
2) The line search is replaced by a form of secant
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method. This requires the evaluation of the criterion and 
gradient vector at two points.
3) A single step using the secant-like method will not, 
in general, reach the minimum. As a result, the new 
direction computed may not be a descent direction. The 
formula for determining d^ is modified to assure that 
is always a descent direction.
The coefficient, a^, which determines the new 
direction, can be derived starting from an arbitrary 
direction. After minimizing along a direction, d^, we 
have
s.d. = x • , i - x., 3-D -3+1 -3
sjMj = 3j+1 - a y
where s^ is the minimizing step. Since 2Lj+i is the
minimum, g.,'d. = 0. Directions d . .. and d.3+l ~3 “3+1 ~3
are conjugate if 
= 0
=> ij+1(aj+i - 3j) ■ »•
Letting
d . , , = - g . , . + a.d.-g+l aj+l 3-3
and solving for a^ yields
aj = (pll - poi)/poo' (6-17)
with pkh = gj+kgj+h/ k,h = o,i.
When f(>0 is reduced but not minimized along the d^
direction, g • , ' d • £ 0 and for the next direction-2-3 + 1 -3
may not be < 0 , which is required in order
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to reduce f(jc). A new deflecting direction,
= d . - t£j+1, (6.18)
with t = (gj+1 ,d.)/(gj+1 'gj+1), 
can be used in place of d ̂ . Now,
- o.
-> Sj+2 j + l  = - Sj+l'Sj+l ‘ 0.
The formula for a^ is unchanged but negative values of
a^ are replaced by zero.
The function is minimized in the d. direction by a
-3
method which evaluates the function and its directional 
derivative at two points, x^ and x^. The directional 
derivative at the point (xQ + x^)/2 is estimated by
9 = (fi " fo )//(xi “ X0 ) '
and the second derivative by 
a = (gx - gQ)/(x1 - xQ).
Starting from x^, the step size that will minimize a 
quadratic function is
s = (x1 - xq)/2 - (fx - fQ )/(g1 - gQ). (6.19)
The initial test step is very small (.01), with 
d^ - Subsequently, the test step is taken equal
to one-half the previous minimizing step.
Starting from any point, this method will reach the 
exact minimum of any n-dimensional quadratic surface in at 
most n steps. This has been verified computationally and 
can be proved by showing that, for a quadratic surface, the 
above method will generate the same sequence of points as 
the method of Fletcher and Reeves, which has been shown
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(Bazara and Shetty, p310) to reach a solution in at most n 
steps. The equivalence between the two methods in the 
quadratic case is based on the fact that for the method of
For the general case, we use the equation preceeding (8.31) 
in Bazara and Shetty p310,
Therefore, for a quadratic surface/ equation (6.17) reduces 
to (6.16)
Even disregarding the difference between line search 
and the secant-like minimization, the two methods are not 
equivalent for a general nonlinear function.
1 to n-1.
(6.20)
-j+l'S.j+2 -j'S j+2 °* (6.21)
(6 .22)
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